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Neighborhood walk strives for unity, ownership
Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Nearly a month after
Colton Gleason was dealt a
fatal punch in an alleyway
of the South Side neighborhood, the story is far from
over.
Friends and family of
Gleason have set up memorial funds and community
efforts, calling for “Justice 4
Colton” and meeting with
community members and
President Potter.
The suspect in custody,
Jesse Jean Smithers, has
received different treatment
on the web.
Do a quick Google
search of his name and
you’ll see, he’s getting a lot
of attention from the “white
power” community in Minnesota.
You see, Smithers is a
person of color. His race
being immaterial to the
crime, most news outlets
didn’t mention it.
“That part is immaSHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR
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Members of the SCSU and St. Cloud communities gather in the Atwood Mall before the start of the Light Up the Night march.

NHEC renovation to add accessible seating
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The National
Hockey Center will
soon be the National
Hockey and Event
Center (NHEC) and
is in phase one of two
with a new addition
making its way to the
plans.
St. Cloud community members with
disabilities have expressed concern that
the NHEC doesn’t
meet all their needs.
“The whole
building meets accessible code when
it was built,” said
John Frischmann,
facilities construction
coordinator. “We
are not required to
update current code
because we’re not doing enough to justify
that.”
Moreover, the

Americans with Disabilities Act committee, which comprises
seven people from
SCSU looks at the
accessibility issues
around campus,
noticed change was
a must, according to
Ellyn Bartges, Equity
IX Coordinator.
So the addition
that will go above
and beyond current
area where there will
be access for two
wheelchairs and two
companion seats with
a railing.
Current code
states that for every
wheelchair there must
be a companion seat
which is a seat for
whoever is with the
patron who is using a
wheelchair.
“We’re going

above and beyond
what the code requires because it is
the right thing to do,”
Frischmann added.
The location of
this new project will
be on the upper south
area of section 117,
which is across the
rink from the main
student section.
How this will be
done is by removing
existing seats where
the platform is to be
located. Then they
will cut and re-attach
the end caps for
ganged seating, then
re-mount to conclude
the project.
Another reason
this renovation is taking place is because
last February, Bartges
and two other people
attended the UND
game went undercover to see how
accessible the arena

was with three people
who had disabilities.
“We found out
things that needed
change,” Bartges
said. “There was not
a lot of accessible
seating available.”
The primary area
for accessible seating,
as of now, is at the
northwest part of the
arena in sections 101
and 121.
There is a corridor at the bottom
of the arena and one
of two problems is
that the west door is
always open, so in
winter it gets quite
cold.
The other problem was that all of
the wheelchairs are
in one area with no
companion seating.
“We knew to ask for
companion seats,”
Bartges said about
her undercover expe-
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Section 117 will feature a new ADA seating platform.
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rience. “But the other
people there had no
idea about them, so
we need to communicate more clearly.”
That area is not
considered the only
accessible seating, as
the concourse area is
said to be accessible.
“We found it
because we acknowledged that people
with their leg sticking
out would have problems,” Bartges said.
Another accessibility issue is that
people exit through
the concourse area
and the wheelchairs
would be in the way.
This is a problem
because in the last
are continuing to get
larger because the
population as a whole
is getting bigger,
physically, according
to Bartges.
The accessible
seating area is a test
for this season and
if all goes well, more
similar seating will be
put in on each blue
line and red line of
the NHEC, along
with more companion seating signs.
“We’re really
gearing this toward
students because we
have a number of
students who are permanently or temporarily in wheelchairs,”
Bartges said.
Phase two of this
renovation would
be to add the same
accessibility on the
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Lilly Ledbetter speaks to the crowd in the Atwood
Ballroom on Tuesday.

Ledbetter combines
‘grace, grit’
Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In her professional photo, she looks like she could be a
senator or CEO of a major corporation.
In person, she’s an approachable woman whose
strength and determination are apparent in the sure way
she tells her story.
signed bill is named: The Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of
2009.
Ledbetter’s heavy accent makes her sound what she
is: a born-and-bred Alabama woman who has believed in
hard work all her life.
“I never intended to have my name on a case that
would go to the Supreme Court,” Ledbetter told the audience at Tuesday’s event.
Ledbetter was brought to the university by the American Association of University Women and Paige Osmundson, a scholarship winner and SCSU student who met
Ledbetter on a trip to Washington last summer.
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Skilled SCSU student talks music

Page 7
Musician Luke Pickman
sits down to talk about
inspiration, current projects, and the large assortment of instruments he is
capable of playing.
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Temp Winter Labor
Wanted. Shovel for
$10/hr. Hours vary.
Work when you can.
Sign up today!
320-251-5296

HOUSING
Imediate Opening 1 BDR.
Free internet/cable/heat
Kitchen, Living Room.
www.ivyapartments.com
Campus East Rooms
Off Street Parking. $440
320-259-9673
$250 per month. Heat,
Plus gas. 2 Blocks off Campus.
Basic cable included.
Close to Campus
No pets, No parties,
On bus line.
3 or 4 Bedroom Apt.
No Smoking
320-654-8300
320-259-9673
SM&M Properties
www.nomgmt.com/ce
253-1100
1 or 2 Bedroom Apt.
Bedrooms For Rent!
Great location to campus!
Fair Winds Apt.
Walking distance to campus.
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Great 3 Bedrooms
Mention this ad get 1/2 off
Basic cable included.
1 1/2 Bath Apts.
frist month Rent!
On Bus Line!
Heat, Water and Garbage
Heat,
Basic cable included.
Starting at $470
included. Starting at $710!
320-249-3090
320-654-8300
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com/us
www.nomgmt.com/fv
www.nomgmt.com/fa
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Events
Calendar

Voting:
A how-to
for new
student
voters

Weeklong
Global Social
Responsibility
Conference
Oct. 17 - 25
Most events for this
are free, several

Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

With many important decisions for the public to make,
it is crucial for people to know
where and how to get to the
ballots this November.
Two of the most important things for voters to know
is how to register and where
to vote.
Pre-registration can be
handed in at least 20 days

presentations and
lectures will be given
under the banner of
empowering students
and taking big action to
make big changes for
their school.

voters can register on Election
tion must be shown, such as
a driver’s license or learner’s

-

also be used.
It is also important to
know if your registration is up
to date. For those who have
moved since the last election,
changed their name or have
not voted in four consecutive
years must update their voter
information to be current,
according to the Minnesota
Secretary of State website.
Knowing where to vote is
also something voters should
know.
“It would be important
to talk to your local election
Minnesota Secretary of State.
“The state has a role, but elections are run at a county, city
and township level.”
Another thing voters
should pay attention to this
election is redistricting.
“There are lots of new
lines and probably some new
“So your city clerk would be
responsible for where those
are and what are the boundaries that would have been set.”
A useful tool for voters
is the website mnvote.org.
On this site people can type
polling place for their district.
They can also register to
vote, check the status of their
registration, or view what will
be on the ballot.
According to the website, students currently living
on campus will be voting in
Atwood for the election. Students living near campus in
the South Side Neighborhood
will be voting at the St. Cloud
Public Library.
Absentee voting is another
topic the website gives information for. For voters who
cannot make it to their district
to vote can cast an absentee
ballot prior to the election.
Military members serving
overseas or students studying
abroad can cast a ballot this
way.
“There are two ways to
vote absentee,” said Linda
Butenhoff, SCSU’s political
science professor. “Voters can
download a ballot online and
mail it to their district’s elecAbsentee ballots can also
be cast to the Stearns County
705 Courthouse Square, St.
Cloud.
“Voters who are absent
from their districts or persons
with disabilities qualify for
absentee voting,” Butenhoff
said.
The process of voting is
important to the process of a
democracy and all citizens are
urged to get out to the ballots.
“A compelling reason that
I believe motivates and guides
us is who we choose and who
we elect will make the policies which make the future,”
that will inherit that future.”
Knowing ballot issues
is something that is also
important for voters to know.
Minnesotans will be voting
would require a state governAn amendment to the
Minnesota Constitution has
also been put on the ballot
that would decide if a marriage can only be recognized
between a man and a woman.
For more information
on where to vote and how to
register go to mnvote.org.

Students and staff take advantage of ‘stress relief ’ using therapy dogs in Atwood.

Canine companions comfort, calm
Ciara Pritschet
COPY EDITOR

Midterms are
coming up, and
stress levels are up.
The Counseling
and Psychological
Services center is well
aware of this, and to
promote the mental
health of the student
body, they invited a
therapy dogs to come
to campus.
On Monday from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
four dogs and their
handlers were stationed on the south
side of the Atwood
hallway for students
to pet. Each dog and
handler pair were
Pet Partners.
“Other schools
have done this, and I
thought it would be a
cool idea,” said John
Eggers, director for
Counseling and Psychological Services at
SCSU.
“The goal is twofold. One is to have
fun, because a lot of
us are pet lovers, but
ultimately it’s also
about reducing stress
and having a break
in our day... to destress,” Eggers said.
The dogs were
only on one side of
wood while they were
on campus. “The
idea is that there are
people who have
allergies, people who
may not be comfortable or able to be
close to these dogs.
So they can go on the
other side of the hallway and not get close.
We’re trying to be
sensitive to everyone’s
needs while having a
fun day,” Eggers said.
J.P. Martin, a
therapy dog handler
for 26 years, was one
of the volunteers
present at Atwood on
Monday. He sat in
one of the chairs provided with his English
Springer Spaniel,
Secret. Therapy dogs
can bey any breed,
according to Martin. “Anything from
a Chihuahua to a
“They have to
be under control totally and completely,”
Martin said about
the therapy dogs,
which must also be
trained not to step on
wires, or tubes, and
must also know not
to jump on people
in case the person is
injured.
The dogs have
many uses in their
normal rounds in
the hospital. When

brought in for pain
relief, the dogs match
the patient’s breathing and heart rate.
They are also used diagnostically. “Most of
the dogs I know will
not get on the bed
with someone who
has a urinary infection, and the dogs will
indicate that two or
three days before the
hospital picks it up,”
said Priscilla Gray,
another volunteer.
Abby, Gray’s dog,
will also not get on
the bed if someone is
dying. “She will walk
to the hallway, and
face out of the room.
It’s their way of saying ‘there’s nothing I
can do’. They’ll also
do that if someone
has had a severe head
injury, and they’re
not going to recover,”
Gray said.
She got involved
after hearing about it
through her work as a
deacon, visiting in the
hospital. “I thought
‘what better way to
visit people, than to
bring a dog?’,” Gray
said.
“We go out twice
a year to St. Benedict’s, and there’s a
therapy goat and a
therapy rabbit that
comes with, and
we do what’s called
‘stress relief ’ during
I’m seeing with your
students is the sitting
down and relaxing
and stress relief and
petting the animals.
And that’s therapy,
too,” Gray said.
“I saw signs for it,
about a week and a
half ago, and I put it
in my schedule and
everything. I have a
dog back home, but I
live in Mankato, and
that’s a couple hours’
drive from here.
I’m really glad that
Counseling and Psychological Services
brought the dogs in
here to relieve some
stress, being that it’s
midterms,” said Erika
Blank, a student at

Monday
Advocates for
Animals and the
Environment
4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public and
will take place at the

Atwood. This event will
feature speakers who
advocate the protection
of animals and the
environment.

Wednesday
“Democracy Now!”
presents in Atwood
7 p.m.
This event is free for
SCSU students and
$5 for non-students.
Amy Goodman will
be presenting a lecture
on democracy, voting
and the upcoming
election. Goodman
is best known for coNow!”

Thursday
When brought in for pain relief, the dogs match a patient’s
breathing and heart rate.
SCSU.
“I don’t know why
they don’t do this every day,” Blank said.
her maltese poodle,
Bailey, go to the
St. Cloud Hospital
every other Friday.
“They’re really dogfriendly, and they actually have a referral
program. When we
come in we get names
and room numbers,”
Haus said.
“It’s fun. A lot
of the students miss
their dogs, so it’s fun
to connect with the

student body,” said
who has been volunteering in hospitals,
nursing homes, and
St. Benedicts.
When asked if
the group of dogs
and handlers would
be back for another
stress relief session,
Martin said, “If we
get invited.”
“We hope to do it
in the future, and I’m
not sure how often.
It’s partly dependent
on these volunteers
and when they’re

available,” Eggers
said.
“I love that they
brought animals onto
campus today. One
thing that college is
missing is children
and animals; it’s so
removed from the rest
of the world,” said
Jamiella Quinn, a
student at SCSU
“It’s a good little
therapy moment.
Even if you’re just
here to pet the dogs
for thirty seconds,
you’re instantly happier,” Quinn said.

SCSU Breast
Cancer Walk
9 a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public.
Students will walk to
support the 2.5 million
people in the country
who live with breast
cancer every day.
before the walk and
participators will meet
behind the Halenbeck

Saturday

Many students with dogs at home came to the event for a chance to be among dogs.

Helping Nepal
5 - 9:30 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public.
Sponsored by the
group Helping Nepal
International, they
look to raise awareness
about many issues that
the country of nepal
deals with.
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Gleason
Continued from Page 1
terial except to people who
want to use this incident in
furtherance of their own
cause, whatever that cause
is,” said Chief William Blair
Anderson of the St. Cloud
Police. “I’m not going to pander to those groups.”
According to Anderson,
the question of race didn’t
have anything to do with
their investigation.
“We’re proud of the work
that we did; a solid investigation resulted in an arrest, and
now it’s been turned over to
for prosecution,” Anderson
said. “The incident, in and
of itself, is just tragic. It
doesn’t matter what the players involved look like.”
“Would it be less egregious if Mr. Gleason’s
attacker were white? I don’t
think so. He would still be
dead, and it would still be a
tragedy.”
Anderson also pointed
out that Smithers’ family, like
Gleason’s, is going through a
tough time in the wake of the
assault.
“A lot of times, and rightfully so, the focus is the victim and the victim’s family,”

University Chronicle - Page 4

he said. “And there’s another
side to that. Mr. Smithers has
a family also, and they’re human beings, and they’re dealing with this same tragedy
but from a different vantage
point.”
Anderson speaks from experience when he talks about
hate crimes. When living in
South St. Paul, his house was
burned to the ground by a
group of Neo-Nazis.
“Quite frankly, when
I was a younger person, I
thought that we would have
Anderson said. “As great a
nation as we are, we can’t
seem to get our arms around
this one issue, this issue of
race, this issue of ethnicity.
I hope that before I’m gone
from this earth, we do.”
Around SCSU, the reaction to the death couldn’t
be further from the hateful
rhetoric of news story commentators or white power
forum users.
SCSU’s Student Government, in partnership with the
St. Cloud Police and Public
Safety, organized a neighborhood walk through campus
and the South Side.
Calling it Light Up the
Night, the walk’s organizers
wanted to convey a message
of unity and ownership of
the neighborhood.
With candles donated
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Up the Night.
from the University Lutheran
brought from home, hundreds of students, faculty,
staff, community members
and politicians gathered on
the Atwood Mall Tuesday
night.
“This is an opportunity to
show solidarity and that we
want a safe community, so we
drive out that criminal element and say we’re not going
to stand for it,” said Mayor
Dave Kleis at the walk.
Kleis was joined by Zachary Dorholt, King Banaian,

President Potter and Shahzad
Ahmad, as well as leadership
from Student Government
and host of student athletes.
“We have a right to the
night, we have a right to be
safe at night,” Potter said.
Student Government
president Jarrod Wiggins, one
of the event’s key organizers, said Gleason’s death and
other incidents of violence in
the community inspired him
to help organize this event.
“As students, we get those
emails and we see brightcolored pieces of paper on

MAP BY KARLY HERRERA / GRAPHIC DESIGNER

The Light Up the Night march started in the Atwood Mall and walked through campus and part of the
South Side neighborhood, ending in Barden Park.

the door … right now I think
we’re numb to it,” Wiggins
said.
Wiggins said his hope for
the event was to take action
on student safety as opposed
to just talking about it.
“I think right now we’re
all realizing: let’s stop talking
about this in committees
and taskforces and let’s start
doing big ideas and big
changes. Let’s try new things
and see what works, because
emails aren’t working anymore,” Wiggins said.
The walk, which ended in
Barden Park, was peppered
with chants and led by an
SCPD patrol car.
As the procession wound
through the neighborhood,
students watched from their
porches and front doors,
waving and taking pictures.
During the walk, the
neighborhood may have felt
safe. But will this feeling continue in the weeks to come?
Will the hate communities on the web emerge into
the real world?
“Those people who
want to use these kinds of
incidents to rationalize their
own behaviors – pay them no
mind,” Chief Anderson said.
“Keep an eye on them, but
pay them no mind.”
Anderson says he does
not worry about these groups
because they are unlikely
to act on their own, in his
experience.
“My opinion has always
been that they’re a bunch of
cowards,” he added. “Anybody can be tough if they’ve
got 20, 30 or 200 people who
are like-minded standing
beside you, but do you have
the courage to face the same
things alone?”

Bachmann, Graves highlight differences
Ryan Japs
BEAT REPORTER

The man running
against incumbent Michele
Bachmann for the sixth
congressional district of
Minnesota paid a visit to
SCSU on Oct. 8.
Jim Graves made his
third appearance to his
Alma Mater in the Glacier
Room in Atwood and found
time out of his schedule to
speak with all who attended
as well as answer some
questions for the audience.
The event was hosted by
the SCSU College Democrats, and with only three
weeks left until the election
they were seeking a chance
to share his message one
more time to the voters of
the crowd.
after a brief introduction
from the leaders of the College Democrats and gave a
quick bio of himself as well
as his contrasting viewpoints with his opponent,
Representative Bachmann.
“I grew up in St. Cloud
right here on the north
a Catholic family, working class family, I went to
St. Cloud Cathedral High
School, worked summers
doing odd jobs to pay for
my tuition, so I came from
a middle class suburban
background,” said Graves.
Graves graduated
degree in education which
he used for his experience
working at Holy Spirit
Elementary School for two

the AmericInn Hotel chain,
which Graves stressed that,
while running it he believed
in living wage jobs, hired a
lot of union employees and
the said employees.
Bachmann’s background
is slightly less personal to
the St. Cloud community than Graves’. She is
originally from Waterloo,
Iowa and moved to Anoka,
Minn. when she was thirteen where she attended
Anoka High School. She
graduated from Winona
with a Bachelor of Arts
degree.
“I’m looking [at]
what’s going on with this
country and I see a lot of
dissonance, I see a lot of
gridlock. The important
thing about this election
is the future of America,
about what the role of
everything that’s wrong
in America with what is
right in America. I believe
government should do what
you and I cannot do by
ourselves,” Graves said.
The Bachmann campaign has a different idea
than her opponent. Her ofbelieve that the solutions to
our problems come from
Washington more than ever.
Washington is the problem,
and the real solutions will
come from your businesses,
your communities, your
schools and the most basic
and powerful unit of all,
your families.”

“My opponent, I have
nothing against her as a
person. She’s a good perhas foster kids, but I don’t
like the way she governs,”
Graves said. “I don’t like
her perception of American
government and what our
country is all about.”
Bachmann feels the
same way stating she has
“stark contrast” to her opponent, she mentioned in a
recent Pioneer Press statement that “we are polar
opposites on the issues.”
When it was time for the
question and answer session
of the evening, Graves gave
a chance for everyone willing to speak, to ask a question for him to answer it
was from a man, well into
his sixties, who immediately
pulled out The Book of
Revelation.
Graves was quick to respond before he even asked
his question, saying, “We’re
not getting into religion,
one of my core values is this
folks: separation of church
and state, very strong
believer in that, don’t ever
forget that we don’t live
in a theology we live in a
democracy.”
He then asked the man
with the book to continue
and asked, “What is your
position on the RFID chip
if you know what it is?”
Graves asked to move
on but the man requested
him again to answer the
question. “Let’s move on
to the students’ questions
because that’s why we are

here,” Graves said.
The inquirer stood up
from the crowd and announced, “Don’t vote for
that man, you’re a joke,
what are you doing running
what the [expletive] is going
on?” The man got up from
his chair and exited the
room.
“There are students
here. I want students to ask
questions. I’m here for the
students, I’m not here to
talk about chips,” Graves
responded as he moved on
to the next person with a
question.
Are you in support of
President Obama’s policies
to raise taxes on your class
in such cases like the Buffet
Rule? “I don’t believe in
class warfare,” he replied.
“Rather than talk about
the Buffet Rule, which is
raise taxes to those making
over 250k, why don’t we
get a comprehensive macro
solution and put it all on the
table.”
When asked to comment about the two Minnesota constitutional amendments on the ballot this
fall, Graves gave answers
to both of them comparing the marriage amendment to his own marriage
and how happy his wife
has made him. He asked,
“Why shouldn’t everybody
in America have the same
rights?”
Bachmann has been
a strong supporter of the
amendment and wishes to
see it passed, saying, “I’m
pleased that this Novem-

ber Minnesotans will have
an opportunity to vote to
defend traditional marriage.
I will continue to protect
traditional marriage.”
In regards to the voter
ID amendment Graves
stated, “I never want to see
a law that infringes people’s
rights to vote. I just want
everybody to vote.”
why did you become a
teacher? “I love kids, and
I love the whole idea of
giving back. The more operative question is, ‘why did
I leave?’ I had two kids and
one on the way so I simply
could not afford it,” Graves
replied.
“I taught my kids two
things: there is no free
lunch, somebody is paying
for it, if you get a student
loan you pay it back.” He
“Don’t compromise what
you want to do, follow your
heart do what you believe
and want to do.”
When it comes to
education, Bachmann
voted against the College
Cost Reduction and Access
Act that would raise the
maximum Pell Grant, lower
interest rates on subsidized
student loans, and raise
loan limits to $30,500 from
The questionnaire
wrapped up as Graves
thanked the crowd and
concluded with a request to
the audience to go out and
vote on Election Day.
“Even if you vote for
Michele Bachmann I want
you to vote,” he said.
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Photos of Anne Mahlum
and Miriam Yeung were
incorrectly credited in last
week’s issue to Shun Jie
Yong. Both photos were
taken by Yasmin Tchmola.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086 with
any corrections.
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Ledbetter
Continued from
Page 1
“Pay equity is
something that’s going
to affect all of us one
day,” Osmundson said.
“I can’t leave it up to
others, I have to do it
myself, too.”
President Potter
was one of many campus leaders in attendance at the event.
“It’s particularly
important to have role
models who are change
agents, who are willing
to put themselves on
the line to make a difference,” Potter said.
Ledbetter spoke in
the Atwood Ballroom
to faculty, staff, students and community
members for whom
several extra chairs

were brought in.
Ledbetter’s story
began in 1979 when
she began working
for Goodyear in a
management position.
Years into her employment, after having
received performance
awards and putting in
hundreds of hours of
overtime, she received
an anonymous note in
her work locker.
On a torn scrap of
paper were her name
and the names of three
of her male colleagues.
They all had the same
job, yet according to
this anonymous note,
she was making 14 to
40 percent less than her
male counterparts.
“It was so devastating and humiliating to
look at that amount of
money,” she said. She
spent so much time
working double shifts
when coworkers were
ill or on vacation. She

never turned down
overtime, she said,
because she had two
kids in college and a
mortgage to pay.
After receiving
the note, she decided
to pursue a lawsuit
against Goodyear. After
years of litigation and
legal loopholes, her
case ended at the U.S.
Supreme Court, who
didn’t award her any
damages.
The 5-4 decision
was openly opposed
by Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, and as an
eventual result, became
a bill signed into law by
the president.
Within the nine
years it took for
Ledbetter’s case to be
resolved, her husband
died of cancer. Meanwhile, the retirement
and social security she
was collecting was in
proportion to the unfair
compensation she had

received for years.
According to Ledbetter, she is now living
below the poverty level.
Why, then, does
she continue to tour
the country sharing her
story?
“It matters to me
about each one of you
in this room tonight if
you’re compensated
fairly, because that’s
the strength of our nation,” she said.
While movie deals
are still in the works,
Ledbetter’s story can
be found in her book,
“Grace and Grit”, written by Ledbetter and
Lanier Scott Isom.
Ledbetter says the
title comes from the
fact that, while she
worked at a tire plant,
she took ballroom
dancing lessons, a fact
that Isom latched on to.
“So that’s where
the grace came from,”
Ledbetter said, “you
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read the book, you’ll
learn where the grit
came from.”
Ledbetter continues
fairness among women
and people of color.
She is also an avid supporter of unions.
“A young reporter
asked me, some years
ago, did I not understand defeat?” she said.
“Could I not just stay
home and enjoy my
retirement? That’s not
who I am.”
Since her court case
is closed, Ledbetter will
never see any of the
back pay she earned,
nor will her retirement
fair wage.
Still, there is not an
iota of bitterness in her
voice.
“My court case
is over, and I lost the
battle, but I won the
war,” she said.
She hopes that her
speeches, story and
presence prevent what
happened to her from
ever happening to
another person.
“A young person
needs to be proactive
in their working career
and their pay from the
beginning to the end
because, once your lose
it, you can’t regain it,
and it’s gone forever.”
“It takes two people
to pay a mortgage, and
educate children, and
pay dental bills and get
ahead in this day and
age. There’s nothing
wrong with that, but we
do need to be compensated fairly.”

Lilly Ledbetter speak.

NHEC
Continued from Page 1
body likes to sit at the concourse level,” Bartges said.
The intent of the ADA is
not to have all the wheelchairaccessible seating in one area,
rather have seating options.
Frischmann has high
hopes for the conclusion of
this extra addition to be done
before Thanksgiving. “We’re
but sometimes things go

University Chronicle - Page 5

Red Flag Campaign
encourages action
Staff Report
SCSU is urging students to intervene when they see the “red
month of October in honor of Domestic Violence Awareness
Month, a movement to stop dating violence on college campuses
nationwide. The Red Flag Campaign, which Residential Life
Social Justice and Diversity Committee representative Vanessa
Burggraff said is aimed to help “college students harness their
power to change the cultural tolerance of violence in relationships,” is being implemented at SCSU by the Residential Life
Social Justice and Diversity Committee, the Women’s Center,
Multicultural Student Services, LGBT Resource Center, Equity
and Women’s Action.
Peer groups can provide safety and support in addition to
dictating what behaviors are unacceptable, Burggraff said.
According to the news release, college students are at
extremely high risk of becoming a victim of physical or sexual
violence or perpetuating the situation.
- 32 percent of college students report dating violence by a
previous partner
- 21 percent report violence by a current partner
- 12 percent of completed rapes, 35 percent of attempted
rapes and 22 percent of threatened rapes occur on a date
- 51 percent of college males admit perpetrating one or more
sexual assault incidents during college
lence not only with the victim, but also with the abusive partner,”
Burggraff said.

MOLLY WILLMS / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

-

lence.
wrong,” Frischmann said.
platform to be built, steel
and concrete still need to be
ordered.
With phase one well under
way the new addition of
the platform area is another
stepping stone in making the
NHEC a highly sought-out
event center.
Phase one started by the
removal of the hillside along
Herb Brooks Way to begin
construction on the masonry
In addition, the project
includes a 50,000 square-foot

four-story glass atrium extending south from the current
access to Herb Brooks Way,
where ticket booths and other
amenities will be placed.
Perhaps one of the most
interesting parts of this renovation is that it will include
a Husky team store on the
concourse level. “It will be
store,” Frischmann said.
More restrooms will be
added so that people don’t
have to wait in line for long
periods and risk missing the
game or events.
People who do not like to

walk up stairs will be glad to
hear that new elevators will be
installed for convenience.
The third and fourth

The new additions of the
second phase include more
suites along the north side and
making the building larger.

ditional suites will be built.
Construction work on the
lion expansion and renovation
will continue into the hockey
season, and the due date for
completion is May 1, 2013,
according to Frischmann.
Phase two isn’t going to
be completed for a while, but
it will include bumping walls
out of the NHEC to the East,
West and North.

phase one, and high end suites
will be added,” Frischmann
said.
There is no timetable set
in stone for the completion of
phase two because phase two
money is not ready and fundraising is still taking place.
“Who knows when it will
be done,” Frischmann said.
two money and that could
take a while.”
There will not be any con-

struction going on around the
ice area until phase two starts,
meaning the men’s hockey
games will not be affected by
any construction.
The expanded and
renovated NHEC will be a
regional events center hosting
entertainment, retail, conventions and sporting events.
By going above and beyond with the addition of the
new platform for citizens with
disabilities and all the current
plans, the NHEC should be a
National Collegiate Hockey
Conference in 2013-14.

ACROSS
1. An essay
6. How old we are
10. Credit or playing
14. Licoricelike
15. Snare
16. Smell
17. Complete
18. Attraction
19. Schnozzola
22. Team
23. Dawn goddess
24. Dehydrates
26. Not idle
30. Drying cloth
32. Gleamed
33. Brazen
37. Smooch
38. Peachy

Solution for Oct. 8

40. Timetables
43. Work animals
44. Charisma
45. Patter
48. Mortgage
49. Delinquent
56. Killer whale
57. Beige
58. Delete
59. Chair
60. Tibia
62. Feudal worker
63. A short musical
composition

DOWN
1. A Maori club
2. Nameless
3. Quarries
4. Brother of Jacob
5. Remedy
6. Collection of
maps
7. Food
8. Nobleman
9. A racetrack
10. Make peace

13. Sketched
21. Foot digit
26. Requests
27. Fashionable
28. Nonsense (Brit29. Sow
30. Notes
31. Probabilities
33. Cotton bundle
34. Not closed
35. Utilized
36. Arid
38. Bluntness

41. Fitting
42. Victory
44. D
45. Fathers
46. Smooth brown
47. Catapulted
48. Fail to win
51. Smile
52. Tall woody plant
53. Notability
54. End ___
55. Focusing glass

Opinions
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Romney: 1 Obama: 0; two debates remain
Presidential debates are the best way
to get information about the candidates

Quote of the Week

our generation that will get stuck with it.
ing more than they take in knowing that

always tune in. This year, the American
citizens decide which kind of direction
the country would like to take. The me-

the younger generation. The founding

voters the most, which is why debates are
debate had a clear victor: Mitt Romney.
It was his job to tell America who he is
and why he believes the United States

est threat to American freedom and it is a
form of bondage. Thomas Jefferson once
said:

the greatest of the dangers to be feared.”
(Bergh, Writings of Thomas Jefferson,

turned out to be a success for Romney;

record and Romney revealed that record
dent could not defend his record and
ago.

dent for wanting to raise taxes because
it would slow down the rate of growth
within the economy and in return there

-

older, I begin each day with coffee and obituaries.
Bill Cosby

Cigarette in hand: a nonviolent protest
red, and yellow leaves. Students stride
bines with deceivingly cool weather.
Students, for a brief moment, are
enlightened by the ideal of college life

fabric of choice. Students must navigate
this intricate network and select their
The quest involves, but is not limited to,
choices within academia and the so-

this image has been amended.
Many universities across the country

-

discussions extend beyond the classroom,
encouraging active dialogue under the

-

year they should return and vote for Mitt
Romney. The reason is clear: the size and
ing and growing at an unsustainable rate.

ing along with encouraging economic
growth. He intends to look into federal

the size of the federal government and
get America headed in the right direc-

them.” Romney encouraged taking good

cancer, most of the humble and obedi-

ciently and also to make the government

He believes that this is the best way to get
America back to a balanced budget.
-

cumulation of cigarette butts. It has also
eliminated an ongoing concern regarding
ing concern for the role of universities in
culture.

into the words of the candidates and

the role of the university throughout

ads. Voting is the highest of civic duties
and should not be ignored. Even if you

serves as a microcosm of the world as

to watch the remaining debates and
look into which candidate has the best

change. This zone and the actions occurring within, however, does not come

thus a failure. It has encouraged students

reminded of the fateful events at Kent
State University to illustrate the violent,

unattainable image the administration so

effects.
when he claimed that Romney had a $5

encourage students to vote for candidates
that will aim to lower the burden of debt

best way to getting to a balanced budget
-

choices as intelligent consumers who, at
-

the test of “being so critical that we need

only “for the rich”. This is entirely not

-

Smoking is certainly a nonviolent
discouraging students from smoking on

likely, however, that through this act,
In turn, however, the student smokers
in Barden Park – a signature gateway to
the statement of nonviolent choice.
These students courageously avoid the

students challenge generally held ideals;

-

the backs of our generation if it is not

administration can do is look on from the
academic freedom on American cam-

return, hurt the rest of America and also
those searching for jobs.

smoke away in Barden Park.

for the majority of citizens and we cannot afford four more years of President

Jack Hennes
within them.

Mitt Romney as President. This will

all is that the national debt has nearly

Upcoming: Democrat’s perspective

School should provide more help to wannabe grad students
students need real, substantial

you an email about resources
So there you are, left behind
– thinking about the standardized tests you have to take, the
Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

-

The time has come for
-

can offer tutorial sessions for
students who will be sitting for
-

-

achieve the best results in those
assessments.
those who are not sure about the
whole grad school rigor and intensity. If not held at odd hours

– and in the end leaving you to
wonder if going to grad school
is a good idea at all.

think this is insane, but trust me
because I have been through the
start sending out resumes and

for those who are looking to

-

thinking about moving on to
grad school, your stake is even
higher because it involves losing

So when you log onto the
on the search engine, you will be
directed to a list of related links
-

needs.
Nobody really tells you how
there, done that -- nothing too

too busy with handling gradua-

bombarded with an exhaustive
list of links that direct you to the
external main sites for testing
and funding sources.
You are again overwhelmed
not enough for one to actually

And for those of us who
are international or nontraditional students, the game
just got tougher. There is more
to consider besides the already
status transfer, funding for the
outrageous tuition fees, housing,
health insurance or medical care
ment issues, just to name a few.
tation center that offers allrounded services for graduating
students to acquire information
-

Coffee hour conversations with grad school advisers could be
helpful for prospective graduate students to obtain information about the application process.

offer online consultations for
I consider some of us lucky
who is willing to walk through
that whole going-to-grad-school
ments that are mindful about
the future of their students
would also take the time to or-

information for that matter. Yet,
this accounts for only a handful
of students out of the hundreds
of graduates each year.
Insofar as the whole quest to
grad school is concerned, both
need to work hand-in-hand for a
successful outcome. I have heard
enough grumbles from outgoing
graduates who are struggling in
so it is time for the school to
work out something for these
students.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
ON CAMPUS
Int’l Film Series:
A Screaming Man
AMC Theatre
Oct. 15, 7:00 p.m.
Open Mic Night
AMC Quarry
Oct. 17, 8:00 p.m.
Atwood Movie Night
AMC Theatre
Oct. 18-20, 8:00 p.m.*
Late Skate
NHEC Main Ice
Oct. 20, 10:00 p.m.
Student Recital:
Stephen Barthel
Ruth Gant Recital Hall
(PAC)
Oct. 17, 6:00 p.m.
Dance Into Fall
Ritsche Auditorium
(Stewart Hall)
Oct. 20, 6:30 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Acoustic Africa
Stephen B. Humphrey
Theater (SJU)
Oct. 20, 8:00 p.m.
Tuesdays With Morrie
Pioneer Place
Theatre Company
Oct. 19-20, 7:30 p.m.*
The Hobbit
Paramount Theatre
Oct. 19-20, 7:00 p.m.*
Johnny Holm Band
Red Carpet Nightclub
Oct. 18, 12:00 a.m.
Rejoice in the Lamb
St. Mary’s Cathedral
Oct. 21, 3:00 p.m.
*Additional times
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In addition to performing on his YouTube channel, Pickman has been involved in a variety of performances including
‘The Drowsy Chaperone’, ‘Sound of Music’, ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’, and ‘Into The Woods’.

Multifaceted student musician performs online
JP Winters
MARQUEE EDITOR

If you have ever wanted to
hear woodwind arrangements
from ‘Legend of Zelda’, Luke
Pickman, a fourth year hydrology
major at SCSU, may be a good
person to talk to. Pickman is a
musical virtuoso, able to play a
motley assortment of instruments
on his YouTube channel and is
now involved with the university
orchestra.
game covers just because everyone’s like ‘Oh my god. I love that
song. I want to go play ‘Zelda’
now!’ ” Pickman said.
Pickman got involved with

like ‘Mom, come on Mom, let’s
phone was the clarinet, and then
the high school wind ensemble
was in need of a bassoonist. Of
course, he gladly stepped up.
“After that I got into college
and I was like, ‘um, I should learn
cello just because I feel like it.’
After that it kind of evolved with
me playing pit orchestras and now
I play a lot of instruments,” Pickman said.
“I counted yesterday and I’m
in possession of twenty [instru-

ments] in my apartment,” Pickman said. “But I guess it depends
if you want to count like playing
bass clarinet and small clarinet as
the same thing.”
Of all the instruments he
owns, Pickman most often can
be found playing guitar, cello,

creating something else that sometotally surrounded by. Being able
to bond and form connections, I
feel, is so strong.”

Pickman’s covers and original songs can be heard on his
YouTube channel at www.youtube.
com/instrumentmaniac or on
iTunes.

favorite, he said his favorite was
the cello.
“I feel like the cello is one of
sive. It has so much of a sound
quality to it that I don’t really
Though he enjoys playing cello
the most he admits he is not as
talented with that instrument as he
of my arm. I can pick it up when
I’m tired or when I had a few too
many drinks. I play licks on that
thing and I don’t even know—
something just comes over me.”
Lately he has been attempting
to include his singing as well. “At
best voice in the world, but then I
listened to more bands and realized my voice was just more suited
for indie type music.”
Pickman is currently the cellist
and occasional accordion-player
in the Zombie Pit String Band,
a folk/indie/bluegrass all-string
band that performed on Monday
Night Live a few weeks ago. “I
know this will sound tacky, but my
favorite part about performing is

Pickman performs as ‘Mr. Narwhal’, inspired by the movie ‘Elf ’.

World-renowned guitar quartet visits St. Cloud
Olivia Stebbins
STAFF WRITER

The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet made a stop in St. Cloud this
weekend as a part of the U.S. leg
of their tour.
LAGQ is a prestigious group
of four classical guitar players,
Kanengiser, Scott Tennant and
Matthew Greif, who perform a variety of music styles, from baroque
jazz. Their talent and originality
earned them a Grammy Award
for best classical crossover album
in 2005.
The strength of the group was
apparent during their appearance
at Calvary Community Church
here in St. Cloud. Many may have
expected a classical guitar performance to be a solid two-hour block
of nothing but Spanish music,
but this musical group surprised
the audience with their versatilmusical selections over the three
decades they have been performing. The four guitarists were
comfortable in any genre, and each
genre shone under the prowess of
these portentous musicians.
One impressed audience member was Kenton Frohrip, a former
professor in the music department
at SCSU.
“First of all, these guys are
world class and I’ve never heard
them live before,” Frohrip said.
“It’s a tremendous opportunity and
are. Some of their achievements
include performances at London’s
Centre, Tokyo Opera City, and
New York’s Lincoln Center and
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The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet is known for using nylon-stringed guitars to create imitations of an array of instruments.
Carnegie Hall.
The musicians weren’t the only
impressive aspects of the night.
munity Church is the largest venue
in St. Cloud. SCSU students have
reason to be proud of this church,
as it was designed by a graduate of
SCSU.
The passion each of the guitarists had was visible in every aspect
of their performance Friday night.
Each quartet member seemed lost
in the music in his own way, an
utterly absorbing phenomenon to
watch.
“I love music,” Greif said.
“I love the communication with
the audience, when they really
want to listen and receive that. It’s
very gratifying and uplifting for
everybody; the performer and the
audience.”
“My favorite part of performing is sharing music with people,”

Tennant said. “I don’t see it so
much as a performer performing
as it is a musician playing music for
people.”
The quartet left behind some
words of wisdom for aspiring artists and musicians.
“If you love it, do it,” Tennant
said. “Persist. If you want to make
something of it, you have to persist
at it, because the minute you give
up your dream of doing it, that’s
the moment when things could
take off. So, stick with it.”
“Find a really good teacher and

be open-minded,”Greif said. “Be
honest with yourself and always
keep your original inspiration. Find
music that you really love and try
to gravitate toward that over time.
That usually gets you through all
the downturns.”
St. Cloud was one stop among
many for these traveling musicians. If you want to see them live,
you can catch them in Portland,
Australia, Vermont, New York

months.

Scan to read
about the Pets
of the Week
universitychronicle.net
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Student bands: Underlit and Dirtee Circus perform together
Chelsea Christman
STAFF WRITER

Two bands rocked the
stage at the Keller Bar on
Wednesday night. Underlit,
a recently formed band,
followed by Dirtee Circus,
another rising group.
Underlit, started in
summer of 2012, received
career years ago. The three
band members met during
bass player Colton Milford’s
freshmen year in 2008.
Robert Muschler, the drummer, and Chronicle’s own JP
Winters, guitar player and
vocalist, complete the trio.
“We all got a house
together and Robert put
his drums in a room, which
became our band room,”
Milford said.
The three kept their
passion for music alive by
playing together, deciding to
this year. Playing gigs with
bands such as Riverwood
Dub, The Goodbars, and
Dirtee Circus, they have
already received success.
Milford, bass player for
Underlit, is an SCSU senior
majoring in biochemistry.
He admits to his music addiction. “Music is something
I enjoy while doing everything. I am always listening to music if I have the
chance, and it is motivational, relaxing, and can control
emotions,” he said.

Underlit now practices
in the basement of the Delta
Phi Epsilon sorority house.
Milford, the sorority’s winning “Man of the Year,”
received the invitation from
supportive members.
“The band’s goal is to
earn as much money as
possible and create musical
fusion,” Milford said.
Underlit’s style of crafting
a collaborated piece based
on each member’s contributions. The three members
bring their own lyrics or
notes to practice, and they
work to blend the sounds
and words together, accommodating to each other.
Although they play
mostly pop-punk, Underlit
also dips into a little reggae
and hard core rock. “We
picked our name actually
because it sounded versatile,
like it could be any genre,”
Milford said.
Hoping for more shows
and notice in the future,
Underlit is committed to
gaining success and booking more shows, such as
Wednesday’s performance
at the Keller Bar with Dirtee
Circus.
Another increasingly
popular band, Dirtee Circus,
formed through the collaboration of its four members.
Guitar player Tyler Azure
explained that the current
rock and roll group formed
two years ago, but other
members have been part of

bands intermittently for the
Beau Lastavich and Trey
Gust, both SCSU juniors,
were high school friends
since tenth grade and always
adored music. Formerly The
Long-Haired Delinquents,
the two refocused their
musical career, trying a new
project, changing their title,
and enlisting new members
in Azure and Jon Papineau,
the drummer.
“At the end of June, I
moved to St. Cloud to be in
the band,” Papineau said,
dedicated to the band and
his hunger for music.
Gust, claiming the bass,
is a hydrology major, but
believes in the power of music. “Music is passion, a job,
life, and therapy. There is
nothing better than making
people smile with music,”
he said.
Lastavich, a communication studies major with a
minor in music, maintains
his role as singer. “I want
to be able to make enough
money to survive on playing
music and create a good
record,” he said.
Gust agreed, saying, “I
want to survive solely on
playing music.”
In contrast to a goal of
fame and fortune, the members stressed that they want
to simply focus on creating the best music possible
and sustain themselves on
melodies alone. “It’s not our
goal to be the next big thing,

although that would be awesome,” Azure said.
The band has performed
at various events and locations, including Spudfest,
Halfway Jam, Battle of the
more. Azure and Lastavich
also play acoustically every
Thursday at the Keller Bar.
Dirtee Circus’s hard core
rock style incorporates many
sounds and inspirations—including Led Zeppelin, Steel
Panther, Motley Crue, Slash,
and more.
“It is old school with a
new age. We take classics
and try to revamp them,”
Gust said.
Entering the musical
industry, Dirtee Circus relies
on word of mouth, networking, and the Internet. People
call and recommend them
to various sources, and their
schedule remains busy for
the next few months. Still,
they want to take time to
work on their album and
await the future.
“We’re in the middle
of writing our own record,
working on the lyrics and
producing a CD,” Azure
said. Lastavich and Gust
write rough lyrics, but then
the band helps select the
best lines and chords, collaborating for a group effort.
“Music is one thing we
can all turn to,” Lastavich
said, describing the meaning
of his interest.
Underlit and Dirtee
Circus, two rocking bands

hopeful for success, are
committed to their musical endeavors and dreams.
To view their schedules for

upcoming shows or for more
information, visit their Facebook pages titled under their
band names.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL DIEHL

Beau Lastavich fronts the heavy metal band Dirtee
Circus as they play at the Keller Bar.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCOTT REID

Colten Milford and Robert Muschler of Underlit
prepare to play their pop-punk set at the Keller on
Wednesday.

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.restaurant.

Futuristic turn-based adventure plays well overall

a couple of sectoids and
mutons are breathing down
your neck, you will forget
about it.
The Good:
There are not a lot of
games on the market in this
segment. There are very
few tactical role-playing
games out on the market.
The game is surprisingly
fun; the joy of commanding
elite soldiers in battle and
taking on aliens or friends
never gets old. As soldiers
level up and become more
and more powerful, the
player feels like a general on

Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER

“XCOM: Enemy Unknown” asks us the ultimate
question of whether we are
alone in the universe. If
we are not, then the aliens
or extraterrestrials that we
encounter are, in all likelihood, hostile to us. The
game takes after the ‘90s
alien movies and is set three
years in the future, where
the player takes control of
an elite organization.
This game is sort of
a reboot of the classic
“XCOM: UFO Defense”.
The original game was a
cult classic which many
people love even today. I, on
the other hand, never got to
play the original game and
came into this game having only played the demo,
which is available on Steam.
The game puts the player
in charge of a campaign
to defend earth against the
alien invaders.
It is a turn-based strategy game with a sprinkling
of tactics and role-playing
elements. The player starts
off with four squad members and both sides take
turns making moves. This
game is very similar to
“Civilization”, except for
the fact that the player cannot make structures or have
a squad which progresses
and improves with time.
When the game starts off,
the player leads the world’s
effort to handle the UFO
menace. By the end, they’ve
become elite soldiers,
capable of handling their
own against the worst that
the alien invaders can throw
at you.
The game has mild

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOYSTIQ.COM

This latest XCOM release reboots the turn-based series that began with the cult classic ‘UFO Defense’.
role-playing game elements of them.
on which many of the curperfect. If I had to go about
thrown into the mix, and
The game continues to
rent generation titles have
trying to pick out faults with
no two soldiers of the same
show which objectives need been made.
the game, then I would say
class on your squad feel
to be completed. GamI have minor issues with the locations in the game
alike.
ers who like to get their
the game; once the player
are not representative of
“XCOM: Enemy Unresearch done and poke
receives the team that has
the places they claim to be.
known” does a fairly good
around in every corner
leveled and found the right
The UK looks the same
job of reminding the player may take a long time in
combinations of snipas forests elsewhere, and
of objectives that need to
single player. I have spent
ers, heavies, support and
downtown Tokyo looks like
be completed. If you are
upwards of 20 hours in the
assaults, it is very hard to
downtown Johannesburg.
used to someone holding
game with no end in sight.
change the makeup of the
India looks like any other
your hand and taking you
The multi-player is another team. The heavies, in most
place and these things are
through the entire experianimal altogether, where
cases, are useless; I have not hard not to notice, espeence, this game would be
the human rivals are much
found a good use for them.
cially if you are from any of
more unpredictable and
Another annoyance with the countries.
continuously try to outthe game is that I have had
I wonder why the develof aircrafts to patrol the
smart and get the better of
a couple of freezes. These
opers didn’t spend time deskies to shoot down UFOs
the player.
are by no means constant.
veloping the different maps
and use satellites to track
The game play is
It is irritating, nonethein the game. The game is
them down. There are
taken straight from the old
less. The game is far from
very fun to play, and once
small minor details like that XCOM; they have imwhich are not really empha- proved the visuals a lot. The
sized, but you get the hang
game uses the unreal engine

The Bad:
The game’s various
locations look exactly the
same, which is a huge oversight and screams at you
if you have been to any of
those locations. The sounds
for the game are not that
varied. Most of the story
is quite clichéd. There are
also too many cut scenes in
the game.
The Verdict:
If you like your games
with a bit of tactics like “Final Fantasy Tactics” then
this is the game for you. All
in all, this is a solid game
which is worth the sixty dollars. I played on the PC and
I am sure the game is just as
good on the console since
the user interface is streamlined for consoles.
a minor annoyances which
keep it from becoming a
great game.

Rating:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.

Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Paranormal
Activity 4
Alex Cross
My Worst
Nightmare

007 Legends
Skylanders Giants
Mark of The Ninja
Of Orcs and Men

Anberlin: Vital
In Fear And Faith: In Fear And Faith
Mika: The Origin Of Love
Ben Gibbard: Former Lives
Jason Aldean: Night Train

Zumba Fitness Core
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Husky Sports
WEEK OF OCT. 15 - OCT. 21

MEN’S HOCKEY
Alabama-Huntsville
October 19, 7:35 p.m.
Home
Alabama-Huntsville
October 20, 7:05 p.m.
Home

WOMEN’S HOCKEY
University of North Dakota
October 19, 7:05 p.m.
Away
University of North Dakota
October 20, 7:05
Away

FOOTBALL
Northern State University
October 20, 2:30 p.m.
Away

VOLLEYBALL

MARK SCHROM / SPORTS EDITOR

Husky softball looks sharp in win
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

It was a perfect day for softball with the right amount of
victory over the alumni team in three years.
The turnout for the game was impressive with many familiar faces mixed in with faces from the past. “I was surprised
by how many people came out and supported us,” said head
coach Paula U’Ren.
more pitcher Kelly Franks.

Defensively the Huskies were stellar, not committing a
single error in the game. “We are solid on defense and we need
to continue to be that way all season,” U’Ren said.
Pitching is the other strong suit for the Huskies and is led
by Franks who pitched a gem of a game.
She went all seven innings, striking out 11 and gave up
seven hits to the alumni. “We’re praying that she stays healthy
this year because she really came on strong towards the end of
last season,” U’Ren said.
Pitching and defense is what will carry the Huskies this season; Franks, junior Jackie Manrique and sophomore Kendra
Merritt will have to be on their games, according to U’Ren.

-

settled down striking out three and only allowing the one run.
In the bottom half of the inning, junior utility player
Stephanie Roan knocked the cover of the ball hitting a solo
homerun to tie the game 1-1.
The scoring would come to a halt until the third inning
when the Huskies were able to score two runs making it 3-1.
The fourth inning was when the most action occurred,
when the Huskies were able to score four runs, and they did it
by putting the ball in play.
Julie Engmark, an alumnus from the 1982-85 seasons was
the recipient of those runs. Her pitches lacked steam.
In the bottom of the sixth the Huskies scored one more
run and put the game away thanks to a wild pitch en route to
their 8-1 victory.

awesome; I don’t remember looking that good.”
There was one change in this year’s game and that was the
six seniors on the current roster played on the alumni team.
“These are always competitive games and it was nice to see
teammates face each other,” U’Ren said.
This was the last day of the fall season for the Huskies and
they wrapped up the 24-day season in style.
It was a good fall for the Huskies as they faced some stiff
competition, playing the University of Minnesota and North
Dakota State University, both division one schools. “We had a
very successful fall and played great,” U’Ren said.
The Huskies don’t start the season until Feb. 8 when they
travel to Las Vegas, Nev. to participate in the Desert Stinger
tournament.

University of Minnesota Duluth
October 16, 7:00 p.m.
Away
Winona State University
October 19, 7:00 p.m.
Home
Upper Iowa University
October 20, 4:00 p.m.
Home

SOCCER
Minnesota State University Moorhead

October 20, 1:00 p.m.
Away
Northern State University
October 21, 1:00 p.m.
Away

WOMEN’S SWIM & DIVE
MSU Moorhead/Northern Michigan

October 19, 6:00 p.m.
Home
MSU Moorhead/Northern Michigan

October 20, 10:00 a.m.
Home

OLGA RUDAK / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Huskies earn a huge win on Saturday
BEAT REPORTER

SCSU soccer had a heartbreaking loss against Minot
State last weekend.
Defensive player Kayla
Kramer thinks the team
wasn’t playing to its full
potential.
“We didn’t come out and
play our best against Minot
State, but we have learned
from our mistakes and are
focusing on our upcoming
games this weekend,” she
said.
Coach Becky McCabe
agreed.
“We need to learn from
that game and move on,” she
said.
Shutting down Concordia’s defense is something
McCabe thinks will be very
“We need to shut down
their attack defensively, and
chances,” she said.
On Saturday, the Huskies
came out to prove just what
they’re made of.
They had a big win

against Concordia-St. Paul,
2-1 on Saturday.
Kramer thinks playing
the whole game is important.
“We are going to need to
come out and play well for
“To mentally prepare
for a game you have to clear
your head from all other daily
stress and mentally know that
you are going to play well
that day,” Kramer said.
“We need to take advantage of the easy goals
and shut them down early,”
Kramer said.
That’s just what they did.
Emma Gartner started in
goal for Concorida-St. Paul,
Kenzie Hanzlik for SCSU.
The Huskies started
strong.
SCSU Junior Kara Dahmen began the game with a
corner kick.
was made early in the period.
Becca Hodous scored
for SCSU, assisted by Laura
Moline.
The momentum continued.

Dahmen followed the
goal with two more corner
kicks.
Faith Bila then attempted
another shot for SCSU, but it
was saved by Gartner.
Moline added to the
momentum by attempting
another shot, but it was conThe Huskies continued to
dominate.
Faith Bila then had a
corner kick for SCSU.
Dahmen attempted a
header-shot.
SCSU’s Mary Morhardt
attempted another shot, but it
was saved by Gartner.
The Huskies continued to
play hard.
Michelle Cornell took a
shot for the Huskies, but it
Concordia-St. Paul fought
back towards the end of the
period.
Arielle Stimson attempted
two shots for Concordia,
which were saved by Hanzlik.
Concordia’s Kaylyn
Smith attempted a second
high.

Concordia continued
the energy into the second
period.
Jess Bianchi attempted
two more shots for Concordia, but both were too wide.
Amanda Olsen had a shot
for Concordia, followed by a
corner kick.
SCSU was quick to
respond.
Becca Hodous attempted
a shot for the Huskies, but it
was saved by Gartner.
The rest of the goals
came mid-way through the
second period.
Gabby Fleck had the
goal, assisted by Hodous.
St. Paul, assisted by Alahna
Anderson.
The game ended with a
foul called against SCSU, and
Arielle Stimson.
Next weekend, the
Huskies will be back on the
road to face Moorhead and
Northern State University.
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What Do A

Life Preserver
FluShot
Common?

And A

Have In

If You Have

Diabetes,

Ask Your
Doctor.

If you live with diabetes, you’re more likely to die
with the flu. Just ask the families of the 30,000
people with diabetes who died of flu or pneumonia
complications. Then ask your doctor for a life-saving
flu shot for you and those closest to you, and about
the other risks you face when you face diabetes.
Because with diabetes, prevention is control, and
control is your life line.

This message is brought to you by

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
AND PREVENTION

and your health department.
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Husky football wins 55-13;
check out the photo gallery at
www.universitychronicle.net
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Men’s hockey gets swept in opener
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

This weekend was rough for the men’s hockey team as they
were swept against the University of New Hampshire losing 5-3
and 4-2 on Saturday night starting the young season 0-2.

Friday

forward Jonny Brodzinski.
The Huskies tried to use their physicality to their advantage
as Dowd and junior forward Cory Thorson were throwing their
weight around all game.
Saturday will be a chance for the Huskies to get a split on the
road against a tough foe and show the Huskies are for real.

Saturday

UNH started off right where they left off in the third period

SCSU’s men’s hockey team fell to out-of-state rival New
Hampshire 5-3 in a close game in Durham, NH.
but once UNH got their legs, they controlled a majority of the
pace scoring two goals in the period.
miscommunication.
Trevor Van Riemsdyk put the Wildcats up 2-0 minutes later
a nice cross ice pass from Connor Hardowa and slid it by SCSU
sophomore goaltender Ryan Farragher.
sophomore defensemen Andrew Prochno found the back of the
net with a power-play goal as he ripped the puck past UNH’s netminder Casey DeSmith.
The Huskies kept the pace up all period and it paid off when
senior forward captain Ben Hanowski got on the board with his
YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

DB Kyle Risinger prepares to make an interception.

Fantasy Football tips
Ahmed Warraich
SPORTS COLUMNIST

By the time you are reading this, week six of the NFL
has passed and many of you are wondering, ‘What I am
supposed to do with my Fantasy Football team?’ There is
not enough space to write about every football player but
I would like to talk about some and give you some impressions that I have about the players and teams.

Atlanta Falcons

The Falcons’ offense, unlike the team of previous
seasons, has been the high-powered offense we have not
come to expect out of Falcons. If you have Matt Ryan,
then I would start him every game. Their wide receivers,
however, are a different conundrum. With Ryan having the
option of choosing to throw to Julio Jones or Roddy White,
you should expect that they might not give you the fantasy
points that you think they will. Both have alternated in between double-digit games and single-digit games in fantasy
points. Michael Turner should still be your starter. Though
people have written him off, he has had very decent games.

Reggie Wayne

After having a dismal season last year, Reggie Wayne is
the real deal. He has not been that highly touted, but he has
had solid games throughout the year. He has become the
go-to guy for Andrew Luck, which has worked wonders. If
you have had him starting recently than you would know
the secret as well. Start Wayne, he has had his BYE already
as well so he is your starter the rest of the way.
I expect week 6 to be not so kind on RG III, since he is
just coming off a mild concussion. If he plays this week, I
expect him to have an average week. If he returns to form
that he had in previous weeks I would start him and Pierre
Garcon, who he loves throwing to. Out of all the rookie
quarter backs, I think he has the most upsides. He has
played some nice games and you could probably trade to
get him.

Wes Welker

After Aaron Hernandez went down and has found an
increased role in the offense, and I expect that to continue.
Welker will be more involved in the offense, and if Hernandez comes back I do expect Welker to get the same number
of touches.

Aaron Hernandez / Kyle Rudolph

If you have him and are in a pinch to get a decent tight
end, you should look at Kyle Rudolph. He has had double
digit production in his last games. He has been the guy to
look for in the end zone. So if you are looking for a decent
tight end Kyle Rudolph is a good choice.

series with junior forward Nic Dowd and junior defenseman Nick
Jensen.
With a 2-2 tie heading into the third period, the Wildcats
took advantage of home ice and its fans as they controlled the
entire period from beginning to end.
The Wildcats scored three goals in the period to the Huskies’
Dalton Speelman recorded two of the three goals in the
to sleep.
The Huskies tried to claw their way back when sophomore
was not enough as DeSmith was sound between the pipes.
to SCSU’s 1-5. Faragher played as well as one could expect in the
game.
The big line of the night for the Huskies that made the most
noise was Hanowski, senior forward Drew LeBlanc and freshman

blasted a one-time shot from right inside the top of the circle past
DeSmith on a pretty pass from Dowd and Jim Murray, who knotthe Wildcats started the scoring off when sophomore Nick Sorkin
made it 2-1.
Once again the Huskies wouldn’t be denied because at the
of the season to make it 2-2.
But late in the third the Huskies took an unnecessary penalty
that cost them the game because Block got his second goal of the
series to push UNH to a 3-2 lead.
The Wildcats added an empty netter to end the game 4-2
against long-time foe SCSU in a close series weekend.
SCSU will continue its non-conference schedule when they
series of the 2012-2013 season.

Check out our
exclusive
interview with
captains
Ben Hanowski &
Drew LeBlanc

www.universitychronicle.net

Women’s hockey earns sweep
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU women’s hockey team completed the sweep in
a 1-0 victory over Bemidji State University and improved their
record to 2-2-0.

the road in a long time and with Fitzgerald between the irons, it’s
possible.

Saturday
not come easy for either team.
Sophomore goalie Julie Friend got the start in the game and

Friday
on the road against the Beavers by tallying three goals in the 3-1
victory.
SCSU came out with a purpose Friday night and took control
of the game from the drop of the puck.
Senior forward Alex Nelson got the Huskies on the board,
slyly slid the puck under the pads of Beavers’ goaltender Jessica
Havel, assisted by sophomore defenseman Audrey Hammer.
That was the only goal the Huskies could muster in the peJunior forward Cari Coen lit the lamp early in the second
The Huskies weren’t done yet when sophomore forward Kali
yet another unassisted goal.
Taking a 3-0 lead into the third period, the Huskies played
a bit more defensively, trying not to let the Beavers munch their
way back.
The Beavers did manage to get one puck by freshman goalie
Katie Fitzgerald when Whitney Wivoda scored a power play goal.
Fitzgerald was stout in the net, saving 34 of 35 shots as the

at her.
Once again the Huskies were out-shot for the fourth straight
The lone goal of the game came from the stick of sophomore
in the third period, with assists going to Funk and junior forward
Moli Mott.
Both teams only committed one penalty each in the game,
period, and SCSU having a hooking call in the second.
Otherwise both teams were full strength the entire game,
which made for an action packed game with the Huskies coming
out on top.
The Huskies have already matched last season’s win total and
it looks like they will surpass that in the coming weeks.
SCSU returns back to action next weekend when they travel
to Grand Forks to take on rival University of North Dakota Oct.

The NHL lockout cancels 82 games

C.J. Spiller

C.J. Spiller is the real deal; he had been the offense for
the Bills before he got injured. Fred Jackson’s injury was
far worse than Spiller’s. If you can still get a deal for him I
would suggest it. When he is back to full health he will be
the same offensive weapon that he was before.

San Francisco 49ers

I would hesitate in starting any quarterback against
them since they have been relentless in pursuing the quarterback and making their life miserable. Same goes true for
the run game. They are ranked number one run defense.
Do not play your running backs against them as well.

Seattle Seahawks

They are another very good defense to look out for.
They have made a lot of quarterbacks look quite ordinary,
including Aaron Rodgers. Be careful who you start against
the Seahawks. A lot of people don’t realize how good they
are so be careful. If they managed to stop Tom Brady this
week, then you know to stay away from them.

Minnesota Vikings

posing runners and wide receivers so picking them up might
not be that bad of a pickup especially if they are playing at
home. They have held opposing teams to low numbers.

New England Patriots

Though they are not the best defense, the one thing that
they are good at is taking down a wide receiver. If your wide
receiver is going against the Patriots, then I would look out.

New York Jets

With Darrelle Revis out for the season, the Jets’ defense
is more vulnerable than before. They have also had one of
the worst run defense in the NFL, so take advantage of the
injuries.
Kansas City Chiefs, Detroit Lions, Oakland Raiders,
and New Orleans are some of the worst teams in the league
on defense. If you are playing against any of them, start as
many players as you can.
Lastly, if you know some teams better you should always
trust your instinct in starting someone. In many cases, trust
your instincts about putting players in your line-up.

PHOTO COURTESY OF STUDYOFSPORTS.COM

Newly acquired free agents Ryan Suter (left) and Zach Parise (right) aren’t smiling now due to the lockout.
Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

The NHL season was supposed to be underway by this point,
but a Collective Bargaining Agreement issue has postponed the
season, which will cause a cancellation of a total of 82 games.
The season was scheduled to begin on Oct. 11.
The lockout began at midnight on Sept. 16, which meant that
all current players are locked out until a new CBA deal is done.
The NHL began cancelling preseason games in mid-September.
As time went on, the entire preseason ended up being a lost
cause. On Oct. 4, the league announced that they are cancelling
all games between Oct. 11 and Oct. 24. Talks have continued,
but little progress has been made.
This is the second time in seven years that the NHL has dealt
with cancelling games. Back in 2004, league commissioner Gary
Bettman cancelled the entire season. The league was locked out
league to lose an entire season.
The worst thing about a lockout for any sport is how much
fans miss out on. Not only are fans unable to go to games, but
they also miss out on watching their favorite team and players on
TV. With so many moves this offseason, certain teams such as the
Minnesota Wild and New York Rangers had high expectations
that fans would have enjoyed watching.

Knowing that the NHL has locked out in the past is a scary
thing. Nothing is guaranteed and who knows how long it will take
by now that not getting a deal done is hurting the NHL more and
more every day. The NHL is the least popular of the four major
sports, and Bettman is making it even less popular.
The one thing that NHL fans can hope for is that a new
deal gets done soon and that an entire 82-game season can still
be played. The NBA was in a similar position last year and the
schedule was narrowed down from 82 games to 66 games. It was
jammed a 66-game season into a short period of time. Teams
would be playing anywhere between four and six games a week.
Players disliked this because they never had enough time to rest
and many players suffered injuries due to lack of rest.
NHL fans hopefully won’t have to deal with a shortened,
jam-packed season, but I know that any hockey fan would take
a shortened season over no season at all. In the meantime, star
players such as Alexander Ovechkin, Evgeni Malkin, Rick Nash,
Joe Thornton and Claude Giroux have taken their talents over to
Europe to play in an array of leagues.
The leagues will keep the players in shape, but the talent level
is nothing compared to the NHL’s. Players will continue to play
in Europe until the lockout ends, which will hopefully be sooner
rather than later.
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Brees breaks
Unitas’ record
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Matt Nielsen

BEAT REPORTER

In another great week of football, we had one of the
greatest records broken over the weekend by New Orleans
quarterback Drew Brees. Brees threw a touchdown pass in
his 48th consecutive game that broke Hall of Fame quarterback Johnny Unitas’ record which he has held for a halfcentury. Along with the record, Brees helped the Saints to
only win-less team left in the league. Houston and Atlanta
remain on top as they are the only two undefeated teams
remaining heading into week six.
Arizona at St. Louis: Arizona’s offense struggled all
of the season. The Rams’ defense was strong all night and
recorded nine sacks on Arizona’s abysmal offensive line.
Rams quarterback Sam Bradford only completed seven
passes, but two of them were touchdowns which helped
give the Rams a 17-3 victory on Thursday Night Football.
Although the Rams came through with a win, they suffered
a huge loss when receiver Danny Amendola was sidelined
in the second quarter with a shoulder injury. It is still uncertain how much time Amendola will miss, but he should
be back again by the end of the season.
Miami at Cincinnati: After losing two overtime

The Saints QB Drew Brees celebrates after breaking Johnny Unitas’ record.

had enough time for one last drive in hopes of a game win-

two interceptions on the year, but it never affected Min-

Denver at New England: In the rebirth of the
Dolphins rookie quarterback Ryan Tannehill had a solid

Atlanta at Washington: Atlanta came from behind
year. Falcons quarterback Matt Ryan had a great perfor-

victories over the weekend.

Green Bay at Indianapolis:

times for 151 yards and a touchdown. Manning and company had their chances late, but fell short in what could be

-

gles this year continue as they were upset once again at
Lucas Oil Stadium in Indianapolis on Sunday. After taking

knocked out of the game on a hard hit that gave him a

Wayne had a career day for Indianapolis as he caught 13

a rookie, had two chances to rally the Redskins, but ended
up throwing two interceptions in the last two minutes to

-

San Francisco was running on all cylinders and became the

Seattle at Carolina:

-

tory.

Buffalo at San Francisco:

Baltimore at Kansas City: In an offensive struggle, both teams were held out of the end zone. Baltimore
is known for their hard knocking defense, and they showed
game last week, Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco showed his
inconsistency with no touchdowns and one interception

tain Munnerlyn early in the third quarter. Seattle’s offense
wasn’t anything spectacular either, but rookie quarterback
Russell Wilson outplayed his counterpart Newton and did

Chicago at Jacksonville: An amazing second half
Cleveland at NY Giants:

fell behind early, but eventually put the pieces together to
Stadium. The Browns went up 17-7 early in the second
quarter, but costly turnovers would come back and haunt
-

and three touchdowns. It was a back and forth game as
both quarterbacks were slinging it all night, but the night

touchdowns. Brandon Marshall was his favorite target with
ceptions returned for touchdowns were also important as

victory.

dominant win over the visiting Titans on Sunday at the
ing on eight receptions and a touchdown. He also had a
rushing touchdown. Minnesota’s defense was smothering
all game as Tennessee couldn’t do anything all day. The

Mike Vick improved in the second half and helped the

and four touchdowns to help the Saints get the monkey off
-

Bears looked like an entirely different team in the second

Tennessee at Minnesota: An impressive perforPhiladelphia at Pittsburgh: In the battle of

San Diego at New Orleans: In an offensive battle,

Houston at NY Jets: Houston running back Arian
Foster put up big numbers on Monday Night Football to
down. The Jets played competitive football and nearly
pulled the off the upset, but the Texans’ defense was too
much for the Jets to handle. Defensive linemen J.J. Watt
league leading 8.5 sacks.

Yankees, Tigers, Giants, Cardinals advance
It wasn’t his greatest performance, but he was saving that

Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

games in Oakland to force a game seven against Verlander.
Verlander was not going to let the A’s beat him as he
pitched went the distance, pitching all nine innings getting the
shut-out and striking out 11 and allowed four hits.
The Tigers’ ace was the second pitcher in post season

of the ALDS.
mates were there to pick him up.

-

row and are slated to play the pin stripes of the New York
Yankees.

any league.

against the Baltimore Orioles and took everything they had to
win.
against a team that will be making a lot of noise in many post
seasons to come.

kees won the series as the Yanks’ big bats were asleep all series.

one home run and it was a problem that plagued the Nation-

Rodriguez were essentially non-existent at the plate the entire
series.
Swisher and Rodriguez combined to go 3-54 thus far in

use to in the regular season.

the bottom of the ninth against struggling closer Jose Valverde,
to gain his composure and shut the Yanks down, giving the
The Achilles heel of the Tigers this post-season has been
their bull-pen, and in game one it was as smooth as a baby’s
bottom. They were the reason the Tigers lost game three and
four against the A’s , but would not let that get to them pitching in game one in the hostile Bronx Zoo shutting the pinstripes down from the sixth inning with one out continuously.
And that continued to hurt them in the ninth when Raul
Ibanez once again came through to hit his second game-tying
or go-ahead home-run in this year’s post season to tie the
game 4-4.
gers a one-run lead. Young became the Tigers’ all-time leader
with six dingers in the post-season.
The Yanks will be denied as they will fall to the claws of

He is scheduled to play third and bat sixth in game one

duel.
The season series between these two teams are even at 3-3,
series.
the mound and he we not be able to carry them like he did last
season; too much pressure and strain will be his downfall.

once again perform poorly in A-Rod fashion.
The Tigers have the edge in pitching and batting because
they have gotten hot at the right time. This will allow them to
win the series in six games because the Yankees are the beaten
They do have the advantage in the experience and payroll
departments, but that won’t be enough for them to go to the
World Series.
will awaken to carry the Tigers to the World Series.

nant if they want to return to the World Series for the second
time in three seasons, and they will step up and be intense as
ever.
The next record series came from the Tigers and the arm
of Justin Verlander as he single handily won them the series
against the up and coming Oakland A’s.
It looked like the Tigers were going to sweep the series as
they easily won games one and two. Verlander blazed through
nings, giving up four runs.

bases loaded jam and a bottom of the sixth inning with runners on second and third with no outs.
with a costly strikeout in the sixth inning with no outs and two
this year’s post-season.

Raul Ibanez celebrates his game-tying home run.

